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This report presents a weighted version of the Byzantine Agreement

Problem and its solution under various conditions. In this version, each ma-

chine is assigned a weight depending on the application. Instead of assuming

that at most f out of N machines fail, the algorithm assumes that the total

weight of the machines that fail is at most ρ < 1/3. When each machine has

weight 1/N, this problem reduces to the standard Byzantine Generals Agree-

ment Problem. By choosing weights appropriately, the weighted Byzantine

Agreement Problem can be applied to situations where a subset of processes

are more trusted. By using weights, the system can reach consensus in the

presence of Byzantine failures, even when more than N/3 processes fail, so long

as the total weight of the failed processes is less than 1/3. Some properties of

the Weighted Byzantine Agreement algorithms when the weight vectors are

not the same at every process are discussed. Also, a method to update the

weights of the processes after execution of the weighted Byzantine Agreement

is given. The update method guarantees that the weight of any correct process
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is never reduced and the weight of any faulty process, suspected by correct

processes whose total weight is at least 1/4, is reduced to 0 for future instances.

A short discussion of some weight assignment strategies is also given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Byzantine Agreement (BA) [1,2] is a fundamental problem in dis-

tributed computing with extensive literature [3–9]. In the usual set-up, there

are N processes required to agree on a common value, given that at most f

may show arbitrary or Byzantine behavior. In real-life applications, there may

be multiple classes of processes. For example, in a mobile computing scenario,

mobile hosts may be more likely to fail compared to mobile stations. In an-

other example, processes in the same data center may be more likely to fail

together. This report defines a weighted version of the Byzantine Agreement

Problem (WBA) and provides lower bounds and algorithms for it. In WBA,

each process Pi is assigned a weight w[i], such that 0 ≤ w[i] ≤ 1 and the sum

of all weights is 1. The WBA problem requires a protocol to reach consensus

when the total weight of the failed processes is at most ρ. The weighted version

gives some surprising results for the BA problem. First, even if greater than

N/3 processes are Byzantine, the system can still reach consensus so long as

ρ is less than 1/3. This result is quite useful in the system with a small set of

trusted processes and a large set of less trusted processes.

Secondly, the message complexity and the number of rounds required
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to achieve consensus for the weighted version is shown to always be less than

or equal to those for the unweighted version for most algorithms. Suppose

the system must tolerate ρ = f/N for any integer f such that 0 ≤ f < N/3.

It is known that any protocol for BA requires at least f + 1 rounds [10].

The unweighted version of the Queen algorithm [11] requires f + 1 rounds,

each with two phases. In this report, the anchor of a system (denoted by

αρ) is defined as the least number of processes whose total weight exceeds ρ.

This report shows that WBA can be solved with the number of rounds equal

to the system’s anchor. The anchor for a system with ρ = f/N is f + 1

at most and, in many cases, much smaller than f + 1. Three algorithms for

the WBA problem are given: the weighted-Queen algorithm, the weighted-

King algorithm and a weighted gradecast based algorithm. These algorithms

are generalizations of the algorithms proposed by Berman and Garay [11],

Berman, Garay and Perry [12], and Ben-Or, Dolev, Hoch [13]. The weighted-

Queen algorithm takes αρ rounds, each with two phases, and can tolerate

any combination of failures so long as ρ < 1/4. The weighted-King algorithm

takes αρ rounds, each with three phases, and can tolerate any combination

of failures so long as ρ < 1/3. The weighted gradecast based algorithm takes

more than αρ rounds and is an example of an algorithm that does not easily

generalize to the weighted case. The weighted gradecast algorithm does have

other properties that make it attractive even though the round complexity

is not optimal. The weighted gradecast algorithm can agree upon arbitrary

values and it can run for fewer than the maximum number of rounds. That is to
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say, it can stop early. The weighted version of BA gives a general framework to

study many algorithms by instantiating BA with different weights. When the

weight vector is (1, 0, 0, 0..0), WBA reduces to a centralized algorithm, where

the first process is expected not to fail and any number of other processes

may fail. If M out of N processes are considered more trusted, two classes of

processes can be specified by setting the weight of the M trusted processes to

1/M and 0 for rest. The traditional BA problem is represented by setting all

the weights to 1/N.

A general approach to the problem of knowing structure to the ways

processes can fail, has been considered by Hirt and Maurer [14]. Hirt and

Maurer come up with what is called an adversarial structure. This structure

is the set of all subsets of processes whose failure must be tolerated. Consider

a set of processes P = {d, e, f, g, h, i}; then, the adversarial structure A would

be all subsets of P that should be tolerated. Hirt and Maurer show that as long

as the union of any three sets in the adversarial structure does not contain all

processes in P ; then, an algorithm for Byzantine agreement that can tolerate

that adversarial structure exists. The basis of A, which is all maximal sets in

A, is Ā.

Ā = {{d, e, f}, {d, g}, {e, h}, {e, i}, {f, g}}

The traditional BA algorithm can only handle one faulty process from P ; but,

there exists an algorithm that can handle at least one additional faulty pro-

cess for any one faulty process as indicated by set Ā. Fitzi and Maurer [15]

give an algorithm that can perform Byzantine agreement on such an adver-
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sarial structure. The algorithm by Fitzi and Maurer has message complexity

polynomial in the number of processes and round complexity of less than two

times the number of processes. The round complexity for the King and Queen

algorithms are optimal. For this particular example, a weight assignment can

be found so that the King algorithm presented here can tolerate all processes

in one of the subsets of P in A being faulty. One such weight assignment

is shown in Table 1. Also, the adversarial structure may be exponentially

larger than the weight assignment. The algorithms presented in this report

are considerably simpler than the one presented by Fitzi and Maurer.

Table 1.1: Weight assignments for P which satisfy the adversarial structure
A.

Process d e f g h i
Weight 1/9 1/18 8/57 1/16 5/19 5/19

Others have considered the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) for

BA [16, 17]. The ideas in this report could also be extended to use ANN.

Randomization or authentication is not assumed to be available. There are

many algorithms for BA with randomization [18, 19] or with authentication

[1,20]. The method for using and updating weights presented here is expected

to be applicable in these settings as well.

Because of implementation issues, the values of the weight vectors may

differ slightly between processes. The implications of the weight vectors being

approximately the same between processes are considered. A modification to

the weighted king algorithm is given to support having the weight vectors be
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approximately equal. The algorithm must degrade in some way to support

the weight vectors only being approximately equal. The modification pre-

sented degrades the fault tolerance and the round complexity proportionately

to the maximum difference of a component of the weight vector between two

processes.

Methods to update weights for future rounds of WBA are also dis-

cussed. The weight update method guarantees that the weight of a correct

process is never reduced and the weight of any faulty process, suspected by

correct processes whose total weight is at least 1/4, is reduced to 0. Initial

weight assignment is application specific. Some ideas for weight assignment

and resulting probabilities and round complexity are discussed. The WBA

algorithm will fail if ρ ≥ 1/3 for any round. ρ ≥ 1/3 is equivalent to N/3

failed processes in traditional BA.

The organization of the rest of this report is as follows. First, the

model of the system that runs algorithms is defined. Second, the Weighted-

Queen Algorithm is given. Then, the Weighted-King Algorithm is discussed.

Next, a weighted version of gradecast based Byzantine agreement is given.

Approximately equal weight vectors between processes are analyzed. Next, a

simple weight update method is given. Then, some initial weight assignment

strategies are presented. Finally, concluding remarks are made.
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Chapter 2

System Model

The system model used in this report is a distributed system with

N processes, P1..PN , with a completely connected topology. The underlying

system is assumed to be synchronous; i.e., there is an upper bound on the

message delay and on the duration of actions performed by processes. The

model assumes that processes may fail; but, the underlying communication

system is reliable and satisfies first-in first-out (FIFO) message ordering. The

processes may fail in an arbitrary fashion; in particular, they may lie and

collude with other failed processes to foil any protocol. The processes that do

not fail in any computation are called correct processes. Assume that there

is a non-negative weight w[i] associated with each process Pi. All processes

in the system have complete knowledge of weights of all the processes. For

simplicity, assume that weights are normalized; i.e., the sum of all weights is

one. Let ρ be the sum of weights of all failed processes. This report assumes

that ρ is strictly less than one and it can be shown that no algorithm can exist

for ρ > 1/3.

The Weighted Byzantine Agreement (WBA) problem can be specified

as follows. All processes propose a binary value with the goal of deciding
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on one common value. Given a weight assignment to all processes, and the

assumption that the weight of the processes that fail during the execution is at

most ρ, the WBA problem is to design a protocol that satisfies the following

conditions:

• Agreement: Two correct processes cannot decide on different values.

• Validity: The value decided must be proposed by some correct process.

• Termination: All correct processes decide in finite number of steps.

The following lower bounds follow easily from the standard BA lower

bound arguments.

Lemma 1. There is no protocol to solve the WBA problem for all values of w

when ρ ≥ 1/3.

Proof. Any protocol to solve WBA can be used to solve standard BA by

setting w[i] = 1/N for all i. For this weight assignment, ρ ≥ 1/3 implies that

the number of failed processes f in the standard BA protocol is at least N/3.

It is well-known that no protocol exists for standard BA when 3f ≥ N [1].

For simplicity, also assume that weights associated with Pi are in non-

increasing order. This can be achieved by renumbering processes, if necessary.

Given any ρ and weight assignment w, define the anchor αρ as the minimum

number of processes such that the sum of their weights is strictly greater than
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ρ. Formally,

αρ = min {k |
i=k∑
i=1

w[i] > ρ}.

To get an insight into αρ, consider the case when ρ is f/N and each process has

equal weight 1/N. In this case, αρ equals f+1. The significance of αρ is that at

least one process from P1..Pαρ is guaranteed to be correct. When ρ is zero, αρ

is 1. The largest possible value of αρ is N, because ρ < 1 by assumption. The

following lower bound on the number of rounds for any consensus protocol is

obtained from standard consensus arguments.

Lemma 2. Any protocol to solve the WBA problem for a system with ρ < 1

takes at least αρ rounds of messages, in the worst case.

Proof. If not, a protocol exists to solve BA in less than f + 1 rounds when

all weights are uniform. It will well known that f + 1 is the lower bound for

round complexity in Byzantine agreement.
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Chapter 3

Weighted-Queen Agreement

In this chapter, an algorithm is given that takes αρ rounds, each round

of two phases, to solve the WBA problem. The algorithm is based on the

unweighted version of the algorithm given by Berman and Garay [11]. The

algorithm uses constant-size messages, but requires that ρ < 1/4. Each pro-

cess has a preference for each round, which is initially its input value. The

algorithm shown in Figure 3.1 is based on the idea of a rotating queen (or coor-

dinator). Processor Pi is assumed to be the queen for round i. In the first phase

of a round, each process exchanges its value with all other processes. Based on

the values received and the weights of the processes sending these values, the

process determines its estimate in the variable myvalue. In the second phase,

the process receives the value from the queen. If Pi receives no value (be-

cause the queen has failed), then Pi assumes 0 (a default value) for the queen

value. Now, Pi decides whether to use its own value or the queenvalue. This

decision is based on the sum of the weights of the processes which proposed

myvalue given by the variable myweight. If myweight is greater than 3/4,

then myvalue is chosen for V ; otherwise, queenvalue is used. The correctness

of the protocol is shown by the following sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 3 (Persistence of Agreement). Assuming ρ < 1/4, if all correct pro-
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Pi::
var
V : {0, 1} initially proposed value;
w: const array[1..N ] of weights such that ∀j : w[j] ≥ 0 ∧ (

∑
j : w[j] = 1)

for q := 1 to αρ do

float s[0],s[1] := 0.0, 0.0;

first phase :
if (w[i] > 0) then

send V to all processes including itself;
forall j such that w[j] > 0 do
if 1 received from Pj then
s[1] := s[1] + w[j];

else if 0 received from Pj or no message from Pj then
s[0] := s[0] + w[j];

if (s[1] > 1/2) then myvalue := 1; myweight := s[1];
else myvalue := 0;myweight := s[0];

second phase:
if (q = i) then

send myvalue to all other processes;
receive queenvalue from Pq;
if myweight > 3/4 then
V := myvalue;

else V := queenvalue;

endfor;

output V as the decided value;

Figure 3.1: Queen algorithm for Weighted Byzantine Agreement at Pi
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cesses prefer a value v at the beginning of a round; then, they continue to do

so at the end of the round.

Proof. If all correct processes prefer v, then the value of myweight for all

correct processes will at least be 3/4; because, ρ is at most 1/4. Hence, they

will choose myvalue in the second phase and ignore the value sent by the

queen.

Lemma 4. There is at least one round in which the queen is correct.

Proof. By assumption, the total weight of processes that have failed is ρ. The

for loop is executed αρ times. By definition of αρ, there exists at least one

round in which the queen is correct.

Now the correctness of the protocol can be shown.

Theorem 1. The algorithm in Figure 3.1 solves the agreement problem for all

ρ < 1/4.

Proof. The validity property follows from the persistence of agreement. If all

processes start with the same value v, then, v is the value decided. Termination

is obvious because the algorithm takes a fixed number of rounds. Next, the

agreement property is shown. From Lemma 4, at least one of the rounds

has a correct queen. Each correct process decides either on the value sent by

the queen in that round or its own value. It chooses its own value w only if

myweight is at least 3/4. Therefore, the queen of that round must have weight
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of at least 1/2 for that value; because, at most, 1/4 of the weight in Pi is from

faulty processes. Thus, the value chosen by the queen is also w. Hence, each

process decides on the same value at the end of a round in which the queen is

non-faulty. From persistence of agreement, the agreement property at the end

of the algorithm follows.

Let us analyze the algorithm’s message complexity. There are αρ

rounds, each with two phases. In the first phase, all processes with positive

weight send messages to all processes. This phase results in pN messages where

p ≤ N is the number of processes with positive weight. The second phase uses

only N messages. Thus, the total number of messages is αρ(pN + N). The

number of messages can be further reduced by sending messages to zero weight

processes only in the last round. Note that the algorithm from [11] takes f +1

rounds (each with two phases) when the maximum number of allowed failures

is f. The following lemma shows that the number of rounds for the weighted

version is at most the number required for the unweighted version.

Lemma 5. αf/N ≤ f + 1 for all w and f.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for all f,

i=f∑
i=1

w[i] ≥ f/N.

Suppose
∑i=f

i=1 w[i] < f/N for some f. This implies that the sum of the re-

maining weights is
∑i=n

i=f+1w[i] > (N − f)/N, because all weights add up to

1. Since w is in nondecreasing order, w[f + 1] > 1/N ; otherwise, the sum of
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the remaining weights would be at most (N − f)/N. But, this implies that∑i=f
i=1 w[i] > f/N, because w[i] for all i ≤ f is at least w[f+1]. This contradicts

our original assumption.
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Chapter 4

Weighted-King Agreement

This chapter gives an algorithm that takes αρ rounds with three phases

per round to solve the WBA problem. The algorithm is based on the Phase

King algorithm by Berman, Garay and Perry [12]. The King algorithm only

requires ρ < 1/3; but, adds an additional phase per round compared to the

Queen algorithm. The King algorithm is given in Figure 4.1. As in the Queen

algorithm, the King algorithm has a rotating coordinator. It is assumed that

the coordinator for round k is process Pk. Each process Pi has a current pref-

erence V which can be 0, 1, or undecided. Initially, for every Pi, V is either 0

or 1.

In the first phase, if process Pi has a positive weight, then Pi sends V to

all processes including itself. Next, Pi receives values from every process with

positive weight and adds up the cumulative weight of processes that propose 0

as s[0] and 1 as s[1]. If s[0] or s[1] are greater than or equal to 2/3, then Pi sets

its preference V to the corresponding value; otherwise, Pi sets its preference

to undecided.

In phase two, Pi first sends its new preference of V to every process if

Pi’s weight is positive and resets s[0], s[1], and su. Note that in this phase,
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Pi::
var
V : {0, 1, undecided} initially proposed value;
w: const array[1..N ] of weights such that ∀j : w[j] ≥ 0 ∧ (

∑
j : w[j] = 1)

for k := 1 to αρ do
first phase :

float s[0],s[1],su := 0.0, 0.0, 0.0;
if (w[i] > 0) then send V to all processes including itself;
forall j such that w[j] > 0 do
if 1 received from Pj then s[1] := s[1] + w[j];
else if 0 received from Pj then s[0] := s[0] + w[j];

if (s[0] ≥ 2/3) then V := 0;
else if (s[1] ≥ 2/3) then V := 1;
else V = undecided;

second phase:
s[0],s[1],su := 0.0, 0.0, 0.0;
if (w[i] > 0) then send V to all processes including itself;
forall j such that w[j] > 0 do
if 1 received from Pj then s[1] := s[1] + w[j];
else if 0 received from Pj then s[0] := s[0] + w[j];
else su := su+ w[j];

if (s[0] > 1/3) then V := 0; myweight := s[0];
else if (s[1] > 1/3) then V := 1; myweight := s[1];
else if (su > 1/3) then V := undecided; myweight := su;

third phase:
if (k = i) then send V to all other processes;
receive kingvalue from Pk;
if V = undecided or myweight < 2/3 then
if kingvalue = undecided then V = 1 else V = kingvalue

endfor;
output V as the decided value;

Figure 4.1: King algorithm for Weighted Byzantine Agreement at Pi
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unlike in phase one, processes may propose the value undecided. Then, Pi

receives from all processes with positive weights and accumulates the sum

of weights of processes into s[0] for processes which propose 0, into s[1] for

processes which propose 1 and into su for processes which propose undecided.

The final step in phase two is for Pi to set its preference to a new value based

on the cumulative weights computed in the first part of this phase. If one of

the cumulative weights is greater than 1/3, Pi sets its preference to that value.

If more than one of the sums is greater than 1/3, Pi gives preference to 0,

then 1, then undecided. Pi also sets myweight to the cumulative weight of the

value that V is set.

In phase three, if Pi is the king for the current phase, Pi sends its

preference V to every process. Next, all processes receive the king’s value into

kingvalue. Then, if Pi is undecided (V = undecided) or the weight stored in

myweight from phase two is less than 2/3, Pi sets its preference to kingvalue

if kingvalue is not undecided or 1 if kingvalue is undecided. After executing

for αρ rounds, Pi outputs V as the decided value. The correctness of the King

algorithm is shown in the following lemmas.

Lemma 6 (Persistence of Agreement). Assuming ρ < 1/3, if all correct pro-

cesses prefer a value v at the beginning of a round; then, they continue to do

so at the end of the round.

Proof. If all correct processes agree at the beginning of the round; then, for the

first phase, by definition, the same value must be chosen as ρ < 1/3. For the
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second phase, the same value must again be chosen as ρ < 1/3. For the third

phase, because all correct processes agree and ρ < 1/3, all correct processes

will ignore the king’s value and keep their own.

Lemma 7. There is at least one round in which the king is correct.

Proof. By assumption, the total weight of processes that have failed is less

than ρ. The for loop is executed αρ times. By definition of αρ, there exists at

least one round in which the king is correct.

Theorem 2. The algorithm in Figure 4.1 solves the agreement problem for

ρ < 1/3.

Proof. Validity is satisfied by persistence of agreement. If all processes start

with the same value, then that value will be decided. Termination is obvious

because the algorithm takes a fixed number of rounds. From Lemma 7, in at

least one round, the king will be correct. In that round, every correct process

will choose either the king’s value, 1, or its own value. The only way that a

process may choose its own value is if myweight ≥ 2/3 and the process is not

undecided; otherwise, the process will choose the king’s value or 1 if the king

is undecided. If a process chooses its own value, then, myweight ≥ 2/3 for

that process and the weight of its value V will be ≥ 1/3. So, the king must

also have chosen the same value. If myweight < 2/3 or V is undecided, then

the process will choose the kings value or 1 if the king is undecided. Because

the king is correct, then all processes will choose the same value.

17



The King algorithm takes αρ rounds with three phases per round. In

phase one and two, each process with positive weight sends N messages. In

phase three, the king process sends N messages. This results in αρ(2pN +N)

messages where p is the number of processes with positive weight.

18



Chapter 5

Weighted Gradecast Agreement

This chapter gives an algorithm based on the gradecast base algorithm

by Ben-Or, Dolev, Hoch [13]. Gradecast is a simple three round broadcast

algorithm originally given by Feldman and Micali [21]. The gradecast based

byzantine agreement algorithm agrees on arbitrary values. It also has the

possibility to run for fewer than the maximum number of rounds, unlike the

previous two algorithms. The gradecast byzantine agreement algorithm has

the property that if no process acts faulty on any round; then, the algorithm

will stop on the next round. Also, the gradecast byzantine agreement algo-

rithm will blacklist any process that acts faulty for all subsequent rounds. This

means that in order for an adversary to keep the gradecast algorithm from early

stopping, they must have some process act faulty on every round. In other

words, the only way the maximum run time can be reached is if all faulty

processes act faulty one per round. If the faultiness is random, this becomes

an extremely unlikely event. The previous algorithms, Weighted Queen and

Weighted King, showed good properties when weighted. This algorithm does

not behave as well and the maximum number of rounds can increase greatly

when weighted. Define βρ to be the maximum number of process weights that
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can be used to sum to less than ρ. That is to say

βρ = max
|F |⊂N,

∑
i∈F w[i]<ρ

|F |

Then, the weighted gradecast byzantine agreement algorithm may take βρ + 1

rounds because the worse case behavior is that one faulty process acts up

every round forcing the algorithm to execute for one more round. Because

of the gradecast properties, the faulty processes must have the cooperation

of a certain number of other processes to force the algorithm to process one

more round. First, a weighted version of the gradecast algorithm is intro-

duced. Then, a weighted version of the gradecast based byzantine agreement

algorithm is given.

5.1 Weighted Gradecast

Gradecast is a broadcast algorithm that gives the receivers a confidence

level in the value received. Let valuej[k] be the value that process Pj outputs

for process Pk, confidencej[k] be the confidence value process Pj outputs for

process Pk, and vk be the initial input value to the algorithm for process Pk.

The confidence level returned is from the set [0, 1] and the confidence value

gives information about the state of other processes. The weighted grade-

cast algorithm provides three properties on the confidence level that allows a

process to reason about the knowledge of other processes.

1. If Pi and Pj are non-faulty processes and Pk be any process such that

confidencej[k] > ρ and confidencei[k] > ρ then valuej[k] = valuei[k].
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2. For any two non-faulty processes Pi and Pj,

|confidencei[k]− confidencej[k]| ≤ ρ

for any Pk.

3. If Pk is non-faulty; then, for all non-faulty processes Pi, confidencei[k] >

1− ρ and valuei[k] = vk.

Figure 5.1 gives an adaptation of the gradecast algorithm to use weights. In

addition this formulation allows specifying a set of processes that are known

to be faulty to be ignored.

Lemma 8. If Pi and Pj are good processes and Pi distributes X in round 3

and Pj distributes Y in round 3, then X = Y .

Proof. Pi distributing X in round 3 means that majweight > 1 − ρ. Let Si

be the set of processes that broadcast X to Pi in round 2. Si can be parti-

tioned into two sets, Bi the faulty processes and Gi the non-faulty processes.∑
k∈Bi w[k] < ρ, because no more than ρ weight of processes may fail. This

implies that
∑

k∈Gi w[k] > 1/3 as Bi and Gi partition Si. Because the pro-

cesses in Gi are non-faulty, they must also have sent X to Pj in round 2. If

X 6= Y , then
∑

k∈Sj w[k] ≤ 1−
∑

k∈Gi w[k] < 2/3 and Pj will not have sent a

value in round 3.

Proof of property (1). By Lemma 8, any Y 6= X distributed in round 3 must

be sent by a faulty process. This implies that if any non-faulty process Pi sets
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Pi::
input
k: The leader of this gradecast;
vk: The value the leader wishes to gradecast;
w: Array of weights;
bad: Set of processes known to be faulty;

// round 1
if j = i then

broadcast vj;

// round 2
broadcast value received from Pj;

// round 3
forall j /∈ bad do
received[j] := message from j

majweight := maxv∈received
∑

j:received[j]=v w[j]

maj := arg maxv∈received
∑

j:received[j]=v w[j]

if majweight ≥ 1− ρ then
broadcast maj;

forall j /∈ bad do
received[j] := message from j

confidencei[k] := maxv∈received
∑

j:received[j]=v w[j]

valuei[k] := arg maxv∈received
∑

j:received[j]=v w[j]

return (value, confidence)

Figure 5.1: Weighted Gradecast
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valuei[j] = X with confidencei[j] ≥ 1/3, then all other non-faulty processes

k with confidencek[j] ≥ 1/3 set valuek[j] = X.

Proof of property (2). Assume some non-faulty process Pi sets confidencei[k] =

δ and valuei[k] = x. Pi setting confidencei[k] = δ implies that a set R of pro-

cesses sent x to Pi in round 3, where
∑

j∈R w[j] = δ. Let Re ⊂ R be the faulty

processes that sent x to Pi. By assumptions,
∑

j∈Re w[j] < ρ. This implies

that the set R \ Re sent x to all other processes.
∑

j∈R\Re w[j] > δ − ρ which

implies that confidencej[k] > δ − ρ for all other non-faulty Pj. We picked

process i arbitrarily, so i can be the process with the highest confidencei[k],

which immediately implies (2).

Proof of property (3). If Pk is non-faulty, then, all processes will receive vk in

round 2. Then, all processes will receive vk from the non-faulty processes in

round 3. Let G be the set of all non-faulty processes. By our assumptions,∑
j∈Gw[j] > 1−ρ and all non-faulty processes will distribute vk in step 3. So,

every non-faulty process Pj will set confidencej[k] > 1 − ρ and valuej[k] =

vk.

5.2 Agreement Algorithm

This section presents the byzantine agreement algorithm that uses this

weighted gradecast. Note that this adaptation is exactly the same algorithm

as presented by Ben-Or, Dolev, Hoch [13], if the weights are uniform. Pseudo

code for the algorithm is in Figure 5.2. The byzantine agreement algorithm
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works as follows. For each round, first, every process Pi gradecasts its current

value vi to every other process. Then, Pi sets its current value to the weighted

maximum of all values that were received with confidence greater than ρ. If

the weight of processes that gradecast the maximum value with confidence

greater than 1 − ρ is greater than 1 − ρ; then, stop on the next round. The

proofs given by Ben-Or, Dolev and Hoch [13] are easily extended to show the

correctness of this algorithm.

Pi::
var
vi: The current value for process Pi;
w: Array of weights;
bad: Bad set, initially empty;
done: Boolean value, initially false;

for k := 1 to βρ + 1 do
gradecast vi to everyone;
Let confidencei[k] be the confidence returned for process Pk
Let valuei[k] be the confidence returned for process Pk
maj := arg maxv∈valuei

∑
j:valuei[j]=v and confidencei[j]>ρ

w[j]

majweight := maxv∈valuei
∑

j:valuei[j]=v and confidencei[j]>1−ρw[j]

vi := maj;
bad := bad ∪ {q|confidencei[q] < ρ}
if done then break loop;
if majweight ≥ 1− ρ then done := true;

endfor;
output vi;

Figure 5.2: Weighted Gradecast Byzantine Agreement
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Chapter 6

Approximately Equal Weight Vectors

So far, the weight vectors at each process are required to be exactly

equal. For example, if the weight vector at a non-faulty process Pi is

[0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1];

then, every non-faulty process Pj has this exact same weight vector. But, it

may not be practical to require the weight vectors to be exactly equal at every

process. For example, because of differing architectures the effective weight

vector at non-faulty process Pi is

[0.31, 0.19, 0.19, 0.11, 0.11]

and the weight vector at non-faulty process Pj is

[0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1].

We call this approximately equal weight vectors. The weight for process Pk

that process Pi possesses is denoted as wi[k]. This chapter is concerned with

how to modify the weighted king algorithm so that it will tolerate approxi-

mately equal weight vectors of the form

|wi[k]− wj[k]| < ε
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for all non-faulty processes Pi and Pj, and characterize what values of ε are

feasible.

By allowing the weights to be not exactly equal, error is introduced

into the sum of weights. All sums of weights are compared with ρ or 1− ρ in

the algorithm. For the weighted king algorithm, ρ is 1/3. Consider an error

tolerance parameter δ and define an effective weight tolerance term ρ′ = ρ− δ.

Then, the modified algorithm will tolerate ρ′ weight of faulty processes. The

parameter δ is the reduction in fault tolerance to support approximately equal

weight vectors.

Lemma 9. The weighted king agreement algorithm can be modified to support

approximately equal weight vectors where the fault tolerance is reduced by δ

weight if nε ≤ δ.

Proof. Consider a single round of the algorithm at a non-faulty process Pi.

Consider the weight support sum of the value, v, with maximum weight sup-

port, si[v]. By our definition of approximately equal weight vectors, |si[v] −

sj[v]| < nε+ ρ′ for any other non-faulty process Pj. It is required that |si[v]−

sj[v]| < ρ for any non-faulty processes Pi and Pj for a byzantine agreement

algorithm to work correctly. Combining these, we get:

nε+ ρ′ < ρ

By our definition of ρ′ :

nε+ ρ− δ < ρ
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which is equivalent to

nε < δ.

The next question needs to be how many rounds should the algorithm

run. Define αi,ρ to be the minimum number of processes whose sum of weights

is greater than ρ using the weight vector at process Pi. The weight vectors

could be such that αj,ρ > αi,ρ. We will first bound the difference of αi,ρ and

αj,ρ at non-faulty processes.

Lemma 10. For any two non-faulty processes Pi and Pj, |αi,ρ − αj,ρ| ≤ nδ
3
.

Proof. The algorithm processes rounds until the sum of weights of the kings

has exceeded ρ. Note that αi,ρ < n/3 + 1 for all non-faulty Pi, no matter

what the weight vector is. Let cwi[r] be the sum of weights of the kings, so

far, at process Pi for round r. It is obvious that |cwi[r] − cwj[r]| < rε; where

r < n/3, so the maximum weight difference is nε
3
. From Lemma 9, ε < δ/n.

So, |cwi[r] − cwj[r]| < δ
3
. The algorithm must continue until cwi[r] > ρ at all

non-faulty Pi.

Consider max |αi,ρ−αi,ρ|. This is maximized when the remaining weights

of processes are all 1/n. This implies that the max |αi,ρ − αi,ρ|/n = δ
3
. So,

max |αi,ρ − αi,ρ| ≤
nδ

3
.
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If δ < 3/n, then max |αi,ρ − αi,ρ| < 1 and no modification is required

to ensure every process executes the same number of rounds. The following

is a modification to the algorithm to support 1/3 > δ > 3/n. Every process

Pi executes rounds until the sum of weights of the kings is greater than αi,ρ.

At which point process Pi commits to the value it currently has and sends no

more messages. Every process keeps track of the last message that was sent to

it and uses that message, if no message was received in a round. A process can

then know that the algorithm has terminated when the sum of the weights of

the processes that send it messages in a round is less than ρ.

Next, consider the case that the weight difference may be such that

different processes will use different kings for a specific round, if the processes

are sorted by weight only. One solution is to simply use process ids as the order.

The disadvantage is that the number of rounds required may be greater than

the unweighted case. We will consider how to address this issue efficiently in

future work.

6.1 Weight Vector Sensitivity

By the approximately equal weight vector discussion above, it is obvious

that if δ < 1/n; then, the algorithm will almost act as if the weight vectors

where exactly equal. This implies that the sensitivity is on the order of 1/n.

It appears as though the weight vectors need to be within 1/n of each other

to act as if they are the same and the algorithm breaks down at multiples of

1/n.
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Chapter 7

Updating Weights

In this chapter, the case when the system is required to solve BA mul-

tiple times is considered. This case arises in most real-life applications of BA,

such as, maintenance of replicated data and fault-tolerant file systems [22].

In addition, each execution of the BA protocol provides certain feedback in

terms of the processes’ behavior. For example, if a process did not follow the

protocol (i.e., did not send the required messages), it should be considered less

reliable for future BA instances. In this chapter, a fault-tolerant method to

update weights is given. For simplicity, only the weighted-Queen algorithm is

given; the extension to weighted-King algorithm is similar.

The following lemma gives the conditions sufficient for Pi to detect that

Pj is faulty.

Lemma 11. In the Weighted-Queen algorithm, a correct process Pi can detect

that Pj is faulty if any of the following conditions are met:

1. If Pj either does not send a message or sends a message with wrong

format in any of the rounds, then Pj is faulty.

2. If myweight > 3/4 in any round and the value sent by the queen in that

round is different from myvalue, then the queen is faulty.
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Proof. The first part is obvious. For the second part, note that if myweight >

3/4; then, the weight for the queen for that value in that round is at least

1/2. If the queen is correct, the value sent by the queen would have matched

myvalue.

The algorithm in Figure 3.1 is modified by adding a variable faultySet

that keeps track of all processes that Pi has detected to be faulty based on

Lemma 11. Next, a method is presented to update the weights of the processes

such that with every execution of WBA, the processes get better in solving

WBA by increasing the weights of reliable processes. These algorithms require

that the weight assignment for all correct processes be identical; so, it is not

sufficient for a process to update its weight individually. All correct processes

need to agree on the faulty set.

The algorithm to update weights shown in Figure 7.1 consists of three

phases. In the first phase, called the learning phase, processes broadcast their

faultySet to learn about faulty processes from other correct processes. The

main idea is that, if processes with total weight at least 1/4 inform Pi that

some process Pj is faulty; then, Pj is in faultySet of at least one correct

process. The second phase consists of processes agreeing on the set of faulty

processes. For each process Pj, if Pj is in the faultySet of Pi , then Pi invokes

Weighted-Queen-BA algorithm with 1 as the proposed value; otherwise, it

invokes it with 0 as the proposed value. The output variable value denotes

the decided value by the Weighted-Queen-BA algorithm. Therefore, the set of
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faulty processes that all correct processes agree upon is consensusFaulty. In

the third phase, processes update their weights based on consensusFaulty.

The correctness of the algorithm in Figure 7.1 is shown in the following

lemma and theorem.

Lemma 12. All correct processes with positive weights before the execution of

the algorithm have identical w vectors after the execution of the algorithm.

Proof. The weight assignment is done based on consensusFaulty. The variable

consensusFaulty is identical at all correct processes based on the correctness

of Weighted-Queen algorithm.

Theorem 3. A correct process can never be in consensusFaulty. Any faulty

process that is in the initial faultySet of correct processes with total weight

at least 1/4 will be in consensusFaulty of all correct processes.

Proof. A correct process Pj can never be in the initial faultySet of any cor-

rect process (due to Lemma 11). In the learning phase, suspectWeight[j] at

any process can never be equal or more than 1/4, because only faulty pro-

cesses can suspect Pj. Therefore, j is not in faultySet of any correct process

after the learning phase. Since all correct processes will invoke WBA with

0 for Pj, by validity of the Weighted-Queen-BA algorithm, it will not be in

consensusFaulty. Any faulty process that is in the initial faultySet of correct

processes with total weight of at least 1/4 will be in faultySet of all correct

processes after the learning phase. Again, from the validity of WBA, the faulty

process will be in consensusFaulty.
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Pi::
// Only processes with positive weights participate in this algorithm
var
faultySet: set of processes based on Lemma 11;
consensusfaulty: set of processes initially {};
suspectWeight: array[1..p] of float initially all 0.0;

First phase (learning phase):
forall j do send faultySet to all (including itself);
forall j do

receive faultySetj from Pj;
forall k ∈ faultySetj do
suspectWeight[k] := suspectWeight[k] + w[j];

forall j do
if suspectWeight[j] ≥ 1/4 then faultySet := faultySet ∪ {j};

Second phase:
// Do WBA on each of the processes to see if they are faulty
forall j do
if j ∈ faultySet then
value := Weighted-Queen-BA(1);

else value := Weighted-Queen-BA(0);
if (value = 1) then
consensusFaulty := consensusFaulty ∪ {j};

Third phase:
// set weight of faulty processes to 0
float totalWeight := 1.0;
forall j ∈ consensusFaulty do
totalWeight := totalWeight− w[j];
w[j] := 0;

// renormalise weights
forall j do w[j] := w[j]/totalWeight;

Figure 7.1: Weight-Update Algorithm for the Queen algorithm for Weighted
Byzantine Agreement at Pi
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The model assumed here for updating weights is that once a process

is faulty, it will always be faulty. A modification can be considered where a

process may become non-faulty after being faulty for a period of time. In this

case, instead of setting the weight to zero, the weight can be reduced by some

multiple.
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Chapter 8

Weight Assignment

Deciding what weight assignment to use is application specific. A sim-

plified example will be considered for this chapter. Consider two sets of pro-

cesses A and B where all processes in A have probability of failure fa and all

processes in B have probability of failure fb. Four weight assignments will be

considered. The first is a uniform weight assignment for everyone. This weight

assignment produces the same results as the classical algorithm. The next as-

signment is to only give non-zero weights to the set with a lower probability

of failure. The third, is to give weights to each process proportional to the

inverse of their probability of failure. Weights proportional to the probability

of not failing is the final assignment considered.

The graph in Figure 8.1 is the probability of the weight of failed pro-

cesses exceeding 1/3 versus |B| with |A| = 6, fa = 0.1, fb = 0.3. This graph is

only taken for points where the number of processes is divisible by three. The

number three is chosen because taking every point produces many more jumps

in the graph which just add noise and distract from the trend. Notice that

there are still some jumps. These jumps are caused by the effect of adding a

process to a group where that addition does not increase the number of faulty
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processes that can be tolerated. But, adding that one process increases the

expected weight of failed processes. So, there is a jump in the probability of

the total weight of failed processes being above 1/3. Each curve starts at the

same value because set B is empty. Observe that each curve initially has a

positive average slope. It is not until a significant number of additional pro-

cesses are added that the curve begins to have a negative slope. The uniform

assignment gives the worse probability for a small size of B relative to the size

of A. Changing the number of processes in set A moves the curves vertically

in relation to each other. Which weight assignment is best depends upon the

number of processes in both A and B and their probability of failure. In this

particular example, setting the weight proportional to the inverse probability

of failure gives the best results.

Figure 8.2 shows the number of rounds required for the King algorithm

to ensure success. Notice the uniform assignment is the highest. In both of

these graphs, the uniform weight assignment was the least attractive. The

most attractive assignments are only giving positive weights to group A and

setting the weight proportional to the inverse probability of failure. For this

particular setup, setting weights proportional to the inverse probability of

failure is the best. When the size of set B is not much larger than A, only

giving positive weights to set A may be the best. When the size of set B is

significantly larger than A, then setting the weights to be proportional to the

inverse probability of failure is the best.
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Figure 8.1: Probability of the weight of failed processes exceeding 1/3 with
versus |B| with |A| = 6, fa = 0.1, fb = 0.3.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

This report has presented a weighted version of the Byzantine Agree-

ment Problem and provided solutions for the problem in a synchronous dis-

tributed system. We show that the weighted version has the advantage of

using fewer messages and tolerating more failures (under certain conditions)

than is required by the lower bound for the unweighted version. These al-

gorithms have applications in many systems in which there are two classes

of processes: trusted and untrusted processes. Instead of tolerating any f

faults in the BA problem, these algorithms tolerate failure of processes with

total weight less than f/N. For example, an implementation can now tolerate

more than f faults of untrusted processes; but, fewer than f faults of trusted

processes depending on the weight assignment. A weighted gradecast based

algorithm that can agree upon arbitrary values and stop early is given; but,

the maximum number of rounds can be very large depending on the weight

assignment. What happens when the weight vectors are not exactly equal be-

tween processes has been discussed and a modification to the weighted King

algorithm is given that can tolerate weight vectors that are component wise

approximately equal between processes. A fault-tolerant method has also been

presented to update the weights at all the correct processes. This algorithm is
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useful for many applications where the agreement is required multiple times.

Our weight update algorithm guarantees that the weight of a correct process

is never reduced and the weight of any faulty process, suspected by correct

processes whose total weight is at least 1/4, is reduced to 0. There are some

problems left for future work. For example, can a weighted gradecast based

BA algorithm be created that takes at most αρ rounds? Also, a method for de-

ciding king order in the approximately equal weight vector modification of the

weighted King algorithm needs to be considered. A method to do approximate

agreement on the weight vectors is also a problem for future work.
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